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INTRODUCTION

We’re born alone, we live alone, we die alone. Only through our love and 
friendship can we create the illusion for the moment that we’re not alone.

Orson Welles

First and foremost, this book is a record of friendships. It is a testament 
to my refusing to be alone in the creative act, as I would not want to 
be alone in the world, and to my decision to mediate sociality through 
the artistic impulse of other human beings, whose brilliance leaves 
me feeling more at home in that world. If my daily life is primarily 
defined by individuals who have decided to make their brief time 
on this planet one of creativity, ingenuity, intelligence and humour, 
and who have talents far surpassing my own, my experience of life 
can only be one that is defined by constant growth and learning 
and, hopefully, understanding — towards nothing more than more 
art unto expiry. Maybe even enough to temporarily blot out life’s 
adversarial character and essential purposelessness. Certainly it has 
worked recently, and that’s more than enough for me.
 This is why the book exists as selected collaborations, 
whittled down from over 60 different exchanges I have been a part 
of over the last few years with writers, poets, artists, photographers, 
illustrators, designers, sculptors and filmmakers from across the 
world. The act of collaboration has become a defining turn in my 
practice, a constant affirmation of a way of writing as well as a way 
of communicating in real space, between human beings.
 Enemies is a record of potentiality too, of what the aberrant 
and ambiguous use of language can be when responding, warping 



and enveloping another, equally abundant, artistic medium. It is 
my view that poetry lends itself to collaboration as language does 
conversation, and it is in poetry we are renovating the living space 
of communication, and this in itself is a collaborative act. The poet 
comes up against something other than themselves in the writing 
of every poem; and in the shaping of every fragment of language 
there is a response taking place. I hope this book showcases original, 
dynamic examples of what is produced when the other in question 
is the equally avid mind of another artist or writer.
 The motivation behind my taking on so many collaborations 
was initially a source of uncertainty for me. I’ve come to realise 
this reluctance (I began collaborating by invitation, the Voiceworks 
and Blue Touch Paper projects being early examples) is intensely 
important. It’s becoming clearer with time that I undertake so many 
collaborations precisely because, at heart, I believe less than many 
of my peers in the transformative power of poetry. That isn’t to say 
I believe poetry isn’t transformative at all — of course I do ascribe 
it such potential (to me personally, it is utterly and immensely 
transformative — but I refuse it the power to go beyond my own 
personal subjectivity. I refuse the idea that poetry is improving in 
and of itself. There is a tension here, maybe even a paradox. I have 
both feelings at once, that poetry is both nothing and everything. Yet 
I do believe, somehow and without articulation, in the Brodskyite 
notion of poetry being the most important artform because of 
its relationship to the profundity of language, because of its 
engagement with what fundamentally constitutes all other creativity 
and discussion. It is impossible for me to escape the feeling that this 
relationship is wholly individuated, and so at the very same moment 
— poetry is nothing, a game for the initiated, the distraction of a 
select. I suppose then that my poetry, and my collaborations, are 

about stripping away a glib assumption that poetry is profound, to 
get to the private meaning, which I do believe is utterly closed and 
personal though very much present. Here is the second paradox: 
by maintaining a creative practice often reliant on an other, and an 
act of exposure toward them, I am able to gain fresh and invaluable 
access to my own poetry and its process. Paulo Friere’s notion that 
communication builds community in the creative, organisational act 
which is the antagonistic opposite of manipulation, and a natural 
development of unity, ties into the idea that my collaborations might 
be founded on a central turn — a paradox of dismissiveness and 
legitimacy about the poetical act and the nature of poetry’s power. 
For me then, this book is a confusion as well as a testament, a symbol 
of community and accord, as well as a record I cannot fathom on re-
reading. And this is exactly how it seems to me it should be — lost in 
the margins.
 Artists who are powerful alone, and need not collaborate, 
seem to do so easily, uninterested in the protection of their inspiration. 
If this book is held together by poetry, it is as a soft and tacky kind 
of glue — uhu — as good for eating as for adhesion, barely keeping 
pace (which is its strength, I hope, that it acknowledges this in its 
very firmament) with the photography, art, illustration, musical 
composition and design of so many gifted others to be found within 
these pages. I have been told it is a book dense and mysterious, full 
of challenging material, and shifts in tone. It doesn’t seem so to me, 
nor did it feel so in its multifarious creation or compilation. But then 
perhaps that is because I hope that if my work stands for one thing, it 
is that experimentation and innovation is not a stance, but a pattern 
of behaviour, not a philosophy of theory, heavy with beneficial and 
smug associations of rebellion and kudos, but a specific reaction to 
a specific need or notion — a philosophy in action. How might I 



express what I wish to outside of atypical methods? This I do not 
know, interested as I am in the untameable and almost unknowable, 
and the dark edges of experience, emotion, civilisation and its history. 
Broken syntax, free verse, Oulipian codas, found text, unconscious 
writing, high conception &c.: these are what I deem the necessary 
tools and, as I hope will be clear throughout this volume, ones wholly 
symbiotic with the subject of each collaboration and the work of each 
collaborator.
 The twenty-nine works ahead of you are almost always 
excerpts from larger works. At the end of the book you will find a 
Notes section, which will shed some light on the content and process 
of each collaboration, and where you’d find them in their full length, 
if relevant. I want to thank all the collaborators who made it into the 
book, all those who didn’t, probably better off not being associated 
with me, and Tom Chivers, editor of Penned in the Margins, who 
does important work, selflessly and with immense professionalism. 
Special debts of gratitude to Jon Opie and Shonagh Manson at 
the Jerwood Charitable Foundation, who, alongside Arts Council 
England, have allowed the concept for this book to grow into a 
huge programme of events and undertakings involving over thirty 
happenings and two hundred artists and poets. And to David Kelly 
and Livia Dragomir, monsters who cannot be unmentioned.

Consider this meagre work in your hands a rather miniaturised 
bulwark against being solitary — a sandcastle before a tsunami, that 
might provide you with the smallest apertures of pleasant distraction. 
For my own part, if my work sits alongside, or inside, work of a 
quality such as I hope you will find beyond this page, it can only 
be elevated. The others who are my Enemies in art and in life, who 
make up my community, and who will not let me be complacent, are 

what this book means to me. I hope for you it might take on another 
meaning that I cannot possibly fathom from my privileged vantage.

— SJ Fowler
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what isn’t abandonable...
it sounds / the baby plays
like the tune that
to do your worst / best
going over the water
what isn’t unconscionable
may be very lovely
in a London twilight
like the clinging of stone
onto yr vine / out of traffic
towrd spring
where plans []
have very
& start sprouting
in a field of vision
crazy! out of vision
the cut & rub
all things
& were it up to us
we’d happily watch everything
we’d built burn
only the newer will know
peace from this
rustling
in conference season:
something that’s passed around
like a drink
... cover ears
the mood will pass
& I know I know
myself

The Mechanical Root
w/ Emily Critchley
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you can get a sudden attack of nausea by staying too long in an art gallery as well. It must be 
some kind of illness — museumitis    — unknown to medical science. Or could it be the air of death 
surrounding all things man-made, whether beautiful or ugly
 Gustav Heyrink

i. what a strange illusion it is to suppose beauty is goodness

wife; lunatic
until moonlit
then, a dwarf
of melody
a celestial harmony
perfection
below
thus, a debut
in the unter
tow

Museum of Debt
w/ Alexander Kell

to sleep about that child
without the money
the worry of that
& other things
advancing — like
to be in this world,
only out of it.
The next day
is sometimes / terrifying
stretching outward
for our babies
what value may come
from propagating
more ends / more
abundances in scarcity
this part the cast
of birds that buzz
the cat / I enjoy
seeing the water
life with A woman
the new part
revealing / possible
hang of heart / home
a fw months older than
the Pope which hasn’t
rust to make
about it / she wants
to love as low baby
broken nose / grows
a few softer words?
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iii. swimming the river Birkenhead dry

Cuckoo, witness my record
3 in a day
& fights won between
a life tired
to temper hard to soft
mean to kind
but always open pursed
friends, there are shadows
in any case

ii. tooth of the Nile

ark of the covenant
baby hercule
as asp, a thesp
a guided tour
of softcore
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viii. Saint Christopher ponders the desert

the salt of the salt mouth
will my maid be plucked
in heaven? or virtuous?
I’d prefer to clean myself,
if the help aren’t sluts
for time is short.
suicide machine on the crow’s nest
I look upon the lip to see
the gardener himself is soon to mulch
ash me instead! I’d not be ratfed

vii. Anna O

in the number
zero
fishmouth
blindness
every woman
dies alone
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x. an air Charles Whitman

urban monk practises, both light for new fight
the gun, the worry, the heavy securita
those usual visitors at my back gate
how familiarity has killed divinity
they used to knock
before entering, now
a trigger, back and to the left
to offer rest for the hand
from which the moon leaks
to reload! happily, a sighted family ready to stop hot police
for the last kind minutes falling like pollen
a Noh drama of assassins — on the bowels of doubt I ride
a bad pronounced words today
all forever, work here into dead kids

ix. Jessica cannot hide what lies beneath

sweat sticky lotus
    licked
  the young fox hides its tail
  it protects a secret
     shaped like a cashew nut

                    12 bars
         the rhythm       method
                    fails
                                                                  again
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xv. Primae Noctis

a cry of birth, a challenge
to change a lightbulb
hipping in Falkirk, the detective
one misery lets go
like fingers uncurling
from a branch
the dream in room four;
a crippled woe’d beggard approaches
gastric, palsy overload
& new nearly saint
wisdomed, he asks for you

xi. Mountaineer

He had spent so many useless hours with others.

 Ingeborg Bachmann

I see flowers
in dead space
where banana’s grow
thirty five late nights
clouds fall, sickness longs
I swap freedoms for moneys
… either way, soon I return
to morning, sober like a spider
where a mere fud cannot reach me
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xxii. Apostasy

look at this fate, this is a human recourse
there are pits to dig
a Russian dance of Travelodge boredom
there will be suicides;
a sadness no one addresses
mental health is our new canteen
salut to the artist / worker
he is the soil in which hope is grown
wait for a minute… violins, a march
its 1984, the urn is strong
I smell petrol, & finally after so many
thousand false starts
this abandoned bag turns out to be explosive

xviii. Saint Christopher enters the desert

& out of the building there was no more building
no homes & little in the way of kindnesses
just huddled together for warmth

hardwords & poverty
thick varicosal veins says one
& wonder why, in the long of the blue flower
there is no mention it will soon be gone

dogfights, breathing heavy with all that muzzle
is to remain in life for soon enough anyhow…
you will become
‘suspended’
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xxviii. the 77 lives of Jahangir Robinson

of Henri Bergson’s theory of time
what living wage
exists, finer,
when not following a crime?
slow at wanting fast
fast at wanting slow
dribbling into the subjective perception of each minute

xxvii. the fat duck is worth every penny

precisely because the wind did I run at lunchtime...

my hands so blue they could no longer
close into mitts
to be fit! to have abs so I can buttfuck a choirboy
without conscience or worship
I humbly kneel before my pope ... joan
a grape becomes a pellet for princess
a dropbox private video for Norwich
a straw dot upon the forehead, a red piñata
& a glass black eye smartly adorned
with my image, approaching, smartly
a camera - what has been witnessed
in the ford centre, upon the orange
a fury prawn charging at a pig’s eye
boys & dancing choose
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xxx. Cherry Cola / Screaming Eagle

When a man enters his thirtieth year, people don’t stop calling him young.

 Ingeborg Bachmann

the butterfly is fruiting the plank
sent forth in the form of freckles
but the equal eagle is permanent
a mammal bird beating her love
a soul to accompany her spirit
with hot blood the body is her spirit
but bacterium is sheer
technician of her eternity
it is no accident the symbol
of nations is winged, pampered
ready to splay weight across gravity

xxix. wrack of the Nile

the pantheon of western diseases abound
fatigue, arrhythmia, angina … cancer
antichrist in gallery weave, black spider
two clowns docking, drinking blood
a desire to charge one’s phone
before the Rosetta stone
& a root cause, watching stephen king’s ‘it’
numbers, himmed, then barred
then hammered through the shitbox
of an essex lattice, the false
attachment — a radio that rots waves
a really, really bad diet
for the suspects usual invading
we will be revenged up the left shoulder
by pickpockets in their millions
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the magician television show which isn’t true to life .

this is the best of all says prelati
mixing tobbacco
too many fish in the sea apparently
to keep
the quench clenched
oh well no use in crying
now 30 years or 300 years later unless there’s
some hard money involved
but I am not able
to forget, Gilles in drowning
in his dreaming
of the happy society kissed as a king

Gilles de Rais
w/ David Kelly

xxxi. maximym securitii black dolphin

golden scorpions crawl from the cunts of majorettes
signifying the beauty of death under the jewelled belts
and threatening those who refuse to see it
 Robert Mezey

the tiger panting
in a painting
the blue dolphin
turned black
the white swan
shudders
risking becoming alone
it is hard to get behind
another portrait of hot Stalin

I’m sorry I didn’t let you enjoy it
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it was awkward before it was over .

all of my friends are dead — too bad for them

 Bruce Andrews

& it was hard out there & there was
clap of thunder
oh & mary were we are not friends
hands up says Gilles
I admit it, truth be
told I don’t know why I did it maybe because
I enjoyed it, maybe I mean are you going?
its not as though I killed that many children?
is it just because sex is involved? he asked
for I killed far more of the young on the battlefield

shot in the ribs in revenge .

my organs like this, two ribs, rhymes
and emily’s
racist baby workout
is a future collected book
like this a postcard sized box that is completely
empty as a hospital bed
can be empty soon
enough if you don’t watch your mouth & if so
I’ll be on quick as a flash
evidence for it in my past
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jacob wrestling the angel .

jacob wrestling the angel & it got really dark
taking hold, under the gooks: 50 / 50
they wrestled to death
now there are too many images
when the commission fails
to resolve the difficulties
and to resolve the allegations
my ankle sprained when I ran to check
the windows were locked before we
went away for a really long time
to China, or Turkey, or some prison
in the unlikely event
of using the escape slide
it spins

who remembers Biafra ?

young wars are paid for by being cherished
the older ones
are so sick of war because it is
behind them so what do they do for hobby
when they have all
this free time on their hands
after well they round up all the children of the
village lands
and these are happenings and there’s
a depression apparently but that doesn’t seem
an excuse to me but I’ve not been where you are
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bricked inside a royal’s pardon .

across the pretty one
an urchin, in the sea
monkey is a Dragon bad
until love takes fold
unites into one being
the tail & nose of a seahorse
captured alive
whose names are memorable like an acid bath etching of the
victory in the underpants?
friends to all
& all over the evacuation
in order to you something tall
because we’re very famous

meditations on violence .

I hear their footsteps or their voices in the depths of the galleries of stone and I run 
with joy in search of them
 Jorge Luis Borges

digging up the dead he said for there is
safety in the workhouse
for first taught Gilles
avoidance, be sensitive to the threat
unencounter
it then escape
if you run then do run away from me
then dissuasion, dissuade me from the red wings
to the green dog of france
a spear in Lille
for it to leave before finally action with artifice
no entree, whole vehemence & awful distruction


